
A new Nando’s 
restaurant for Exeter. 
Protected with 
ProRend silicone 
through-coloured 
render

RENDER FOR RETAIL
This new-build restaurant in Alphington Park 
Exeter was designed by CAD Architecture of 
Manchester and constructed by south west 
company Pollard.

This £1million development is located in an 
industrial area on a busy approach road to the city. 
The rendered elevations soften the appearance, 
complementing other materials and giving a 
welcoming feel. The architect chose neutral 

colours for the background to the red of the 
Nando’s signage making it stand out to passing 
traffic. The render sits alongside brick, wooden 
cladding and a metal louvered canopy.

GREAT FINISH WITH SAS PRODUCTS
The applicators CMP Plastering have achieved 
a neat finish, using ProRend Colour render and 
ProBead render beads for sharp corners and edges 
and to provide expansion breaks over larger areas. 
This detail reduces stress on the render to prevent 
cracking, ensuring a low maintenance exterior. 

Nando’s Alphington Park, Exeter
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Nando’s with ProRend Colour render Architect’s visualisation



PROREND COLOUR RENDER
ProRend Colour is a premium through-
coloured render available in a range of 
16 colours - just ask if you would like a 
free sample. 

ProRend Colour render is ideal for 
blockwork and is easy to apply in one 
coat, either machine sprayed or by 
hand. Perfect for large commercial 
developments as well as a great finish 
for residential projects.   

ProRend renders are highly water 
resistant and easy to clean with just a 
pressure washer. This retail unit will have 
a long-lasting render finish in this high-
traffic location. 

CASE STUDY

ProRend Colour complementing brick 
and cladding finishes
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www.sas-europe.com

Nando’s Exeter

ABOUT SAS EUROPE 
You can order the ProRend range of render products 
direct from the UK manufacturer. SAS Europe offer a 
range of services and can provide guidance on estimating 
quantities, thermal qualities and decorative finish. 

Our technical team offer unrivalled support throughout 
the construction process, from design to application. We 
can recommend contractors who are trained to our high 
standards and provide guarantees for a complete solution. 

During construction at Alphington Park


